
Log Cabin Mitts
B Y  K A R E N  T E M P L E R

In Part 1 of  this pattern, you’ll knit a pair of  semi-
traditional log cabin squares. No intarsia required! Then in 
Part 2, you’ll use a clever combination of  joinery and miter 
techniques common to log cabin knitting to transform those 
squares into a unique pair of  fingerless gloves with a neatly 
sculpted thumb gusset.  

They’re highly addictive and a great way to use up small 
amounts of  yarn. The pattern is written for three colors in 
a particular arrangement, but you may distribute the colors 
as you like. In order for them to be a mirrored set, the two 
log cabin squares are worked differently from each other — 
one in traditional fashion and one not — both with strategic 
live stitches to be joined in Part 2. 

MATERIALS  

• Approximately 105 yards DK or light worsted-weight yarn in three 
colors: 45 yards color A; 28 yards color B; 32 yards color C — more 
to be safe (Pictured in Brooklyn Tweed Shelter in Fossil, Newsprint 
and Narwhal) 
• Straight (10-14") or circular needles (>16" or longer) in size to 
achieve gauge (suggested size US6 / 4mm) 
• Third needle or DPNs in same size 
• Smooth waste yarn: 4 pieces, at least 12" each 
• Stitch marker 
• Tapestry needle 

GAUGE AND MEASUREMENTS 

• 7 stitches and 7 garter ridges = 1.25" square 
• Finished mitts are 7" tall and approx 6.5" circumference, stretching 
slightly to fit a hand up to around 8" (see Tips, below)

TIPS!

• To adjust the dimensions, go up or down 1 needle size and/or use 
slightly heavier/lighter yarn. Or, add/subtract 1 ridge from Patches 7 
and 9 and adjust the pick-up count on Patch 8 to match.
• Two rows of  knitting form 1 “garter ridge.”  
• Always pick up stitches and bind off rows with the Right Side facing 
you, so the pick-up ridge is on the Wrong Side of  the fabric. 
• When picking up, be sure to pick up the last stitch into the very 
corner edge of  the work for the neatest possible results. 
• Keeping your bind-off loose will make picking up sts easier and will 
keep the top and bottom edges of  the mitts slightly stretchy. 
• Break yarn when changing colors or working counterclockwise.
• If  altering the color arrangement, note that Patches 7 and 9 are 
joined together, and from there the thumb emerges. 
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P A R T  1 :  K N I T  T H E  L O G  C A B I N  S Q U A R E S

Left mitt
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Patch 1, yarn A: CO 7 sts 
Work in garter stitch until you have 7 ridges, ready for a RS row 
Next row, RS: BO loosely (leave final stitch on needle while picking up 
for next patch) 

Patch 2, yarn B: Rotate your work 90° clockwise; 
p/u and knit 7 sts, one in the end of  each garter ridge 
WS: knit to last st, k2tog with remaining stitch from previous patch 
Continue in garter stitch as previous, binding off on a RS row leaving 7 
ridges and one live stitch 

Patch 3, yarn C: Rotate your work 90° clockwise; 
p/u and knit 14 sts, one per garter ridge or CO stitch 
WS: knit to last st, k2tog with remaining stitch from previous patch 
Continue in garter as previous, binding off on RS row leaving 7 ridges 
and one live stitch 

Patch 4, yarn B: Repeat directions from Patch 3 

Patch 5, yarn C: Repeat directions, picking up 21 sts, one per garter 
ridge or BO stitch 

Patch 6, yarn C: Repeat Patch 5 

*Patch 7, yarn A: Rotate your work 90° clockwise; 
p/u and knit 28 sts, one per garter ridge or BO stitch 
WS: knit to last st, k2tog with remaining stitch from previous patch 
Continue in garter until you have 7 ridges, ready for a RS row 
Break yarn leaving a 15" tail for seaming; transfer 28 sts to waste yarn  

Patch 8, yarn B: Rotate your work 90 degrees clockwise; 
p/u and knit 28 sts, one per garter ridge or BO stitch 
WS: knit to last st, k2tog with remaining stitch from previous patch 
Continue in garter as previous, binding off on RS row leaving 7 ridges  
and one live stitch 

*Patch 9, yarn A:  Rotate your work 90° clockwise; 
p/u and knit 35 sts, one per garter ridge or BO stitch 
WS: knit to last st, k2tog with remaining stitch from previous patch 
Continue in garter until you have 7 ridges, ready for a RS row 
RS: BO 7 sts loosely; transfer remaining 28 sts to waste yarn 

*The sample mitts were worked with slip-stitch selvage
(see Techniques, p.6) at the visible edges of  Patches 7 and 9, 
but it looks just as nice if  left in plain garter stitch,
as written above and right.
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P A R T  1 :  K N I T  T H E  L O G  C A B I N  S Q U A R E S

Right mitt
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Patch 1, yarn B: CO 7 sts 
Work in garter st until you have 7 ridges, ready for a RS row 
Next row, RS: BO loosely (leave final stitch on needle while picking up 
for next patch) 

Patch 2, yarn A: Rotate your work 90° clockwise; 
p/u and knit 7 sts, one in the end of  each garter ridge 
WS: knit to last st, k2tog with remaining stitch from previous patch 
Continue in garter stitch as previous, binding off on a RS row leaving 
7 ridges and one live stitch 

Patch 3, yarn C: Rotate your work 90° clockwise; 
p/u and knit 14 sts, one per garter ridge or BO stitch 
WS: knit to last st, k2tog with remaining stitch from previous patch 
Continue in garter as previous, binding off on RS row leaving 7 ridges  

NOTE: The remaining patches are worked counterclockwise; there is no longer 
a live stitch carried forward at the end of  each BO. 

Patch 4, yarn B: Rotate your work 90° counterclockwise; 
p/u and knit 14 sts, one per garter ridge or BO stitch 
Continue in garter as previous, binding off on RS row leaving 7 ridges 

Patch 5, yarn C: Rotate your work 90° counterclockwise; 
p/u and knit 21 sts, one per garter ridge or BO stitch 
Continue in garter as previous, binding off on RS row leaving 7 ridges  

Patch 6, yarn C: Rotate your work 90° counterclockwise; 
p/u and knit 21 sts, one per garter ridge 
Continue in garter as previous, binding off on RS row leaving 7 ridges 

*Patch 7, yarn A: Rotate your work 90° counterclockwise; 
p/u and knit 28 sts, one per garter ridge or BO stitch 
Continue in garter until you have 7 ridges, ready for a RS row 
Transfer 28 sts to waste yarn 

Patch 8, yarn B: Rotate your work 90° counterclockwise; 
p/u and knit 28 sts, one per garter ridge or BO stitch 
Continue in garter as previous, binding off on RS row leaving 7 ridges 

*Patch 9, yarn A:  Rotate your work 90° counterclockwise; 
p/u and knit 35 sts, one per garter ridge or BO stitch 
Continue in garter until you have 7 ridges, ready for a RS row 
Break yarn leaving a 15" tail for seaming; transfer 28 sts to waste yarn  
Reattach yarn and loosely BO remaining 7 sts 
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P A R T  2 :  F O R M  T H E  M I T T S

Step 1: Join the wrist edge
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NOTE: Pictured above is the right mitt, but the steps are identical for both mitts.

Starting at the bottom/wrist edge on each set of  live sts (Patches 7 and 
9), transfer the 14 wrist stitches back onto needles. (Leave the 14 thumb 
stitches on waste yarn for now.)

Fold the mitt in half  so the two needles are lined up with each other, 
with the Wrong Side of  the fabric facing outward. 

With a third needle and your remaining seaming tail, use 3-needle bind-
off to join the two sets of  stitches. (See Techniques, p.6.) 

Pull tail through the last BO st and leave it for now; you’ll use it in the 
next step. 

Stop here and block each square! Give it a good soak, squeeze it out, 
then use T-pins to block it out to precisely 7" square, placing pins in the 
corners of  the patches as needed to get everything nice and straight. 
Allow to dry completely.

Weave in your ends — except the two 15" seaming tails as indicated — 
before proceeding with Part 2. (For advice on avoiding ends or weaving 
them as you go, see Fringe Association.)

You now have 28 sts on opposite sides of  each square on waste 
yarn, as pictured above. The lower 14 in each set are wrist 
stitches. The upper 14 are thumb stitches. The remaining 7 
ridges/stitches above the thumb are the hand stitches and will 
be seamed last.

THUMB

WRIST
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P A R T  2 :  F O R M  T H E  M I T T S

Step 2: Knit the thumb gusset
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Turn the mitt Right Side out. With the bottom edge of  the mitt toward 
you and the top pointing away from you, the two sets of  14 thumb sts 
will form a V, which will now be worked as a single row. Transfer all 28 
thumb sts onto a DPN, slipping them from upper right down to the point 
of  the V and back up the left side, placing a marker at the midpoint. 

You’re now ready to work a RS row. (Slip the marker each time you 
come to it.) 

Reattach yarn A

Row 1 (RS): k2tog, k to last 2 sts, SSK (2 sts decreased; 26 sts remain) 
Row 2 (WS): sl1 wyif, knit to end 
Row 3: sl1 wyif, [(k2, k2tog) three times], [(SSK, k2) three times], k1 (6 
decreased, 20 remain) 
Row 4: Repeat row 2 
Row 5: sl1 wyif, knit to 2 sts before marker, k2tog, SSK, knit to end (18) 
Row 6: Repeat row 2 
Row 7: Repeat row 5 (16) 
Row 8: Repeat row 2 
Row 9: Repeat row 5 (14) 
Row 10: Repeat row 2 
Row 11: sl1 wyif, k2, k2tog twice, SSK twice, k3 (10) 
Row 12: Repeat row 2 
Row 13: sl1 wyif, k2tog twice, SSK twice, k1 (6) 
Row 14 (WS): sl1 wyif, k2tog, SSK, k1 (4) 
Row 15 (RS): BO last four sts as follows: sl1 wyif, k3tog, pass the slipped 
stitch over 

Pull tail through the last st and use it to neaten the edge if  needed. 

With 3-needle BO tail, weave closed any hole that might exist between 
the wrist seam and bottom of  gusset. 
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      Yarn A = Natural (Fossil)

      Yarn B = Black (Newsprint)

      Yarn C = Grey (Narwhal)

ABBREVIATIONS 

CO  cast on 
RS  right side 
BO  bind off 
st(s)  stitch(es) 
p/u  pick up 
WS  wrong side 
k2tog  knit 2 sts together as one, 1 st decreased 
SSK  slip 1 knitwise then 1 purlwise; return both to left needle and knit them 

together through the back loops, 1 st decreased
sl1 wyif   slip 1 purlwise with yarn in front (move yarn between needles to back 

before knitting next st) 

TECHNIQUES

• Optional slip-stitch selvage for wrist edge only of  Patch 7 and both edges of  
Patch 9 (to correspond with asterisks on diagrams): Slip first st of  row with yarn 
in front.

• 3-needle bind-off: Insert needle into first st on front needle and first st on back 
needle; wrap yarn and pull new st through both loops, dropping them off the 
needles. *Repeat with next st on both needles; pass previous stitch over to bind 
off. Repeat from * until all sts are bound off.

VARIATIONS

• For a longer cuff, pick up across the entire bottom edge of  mitt and knit one 
more 7-ridge patch, Patch 10. Seam the two Patch 10 ends with mattress stitch, 
Right Side facing, before proceeding with Part 2. 

• For a longer thumb, after completing Part 2, pick up 14 sts around the top of  
the thumb gusset and work garter in the round to desired height.

Hold the remaining upper edges together with Right Side of  fabric 
still facing out. Using the tail from reattaching your yarn at the thumb 
gusset, seam the last 7 sts/ridges together to finish off the mitt.

Repeat for the second mitt. Weave in any remaining ends and you’re 
done! 

P A R T  2 :  F O R M  T H E  M I T T S

Step 3: Seam the upper hand
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